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In order to solve the agency problem and the problem of conflicting interests 
between large shareholders and minority shareholders, modern companies design 
many mechanisms to monitor managers and large shareholders. Because of their 
backgrounds, jobs and sources of information, security analysts, one of the important 
information intermediaries in capital market, can have a deep understanding of firms’ 
business decisions and financial information. So security analysts can be potential 
monitors of companies. Security analysts play the outside monitor role by making the 
capital market more informative. When security analysts discover misbehaviors of 
companies, they will send the related information to investors in the form of 
investment advice. Such information will reduce information asymmetry between 
investors and companies and lead the capital of investors to run from the companies 
with bad governance to companies with good governance. Therefore, security analyst 
analyzing activities and following will reduce companies’ harmful behaviors to 
shareholders, especially minority shareholders.  
Foreign scholars have done some research on the monitor role of security 
analysts. However, Chinese scholars have done relatively little research on the topic. 
This paper tries to continue the studies of foreign scholars and do some primary 
research based on Chinese markets. Using sample of listed companies excluding ones 
in the financial industry and utility industry in Shanghai and Shenzhen stock markets 
from 2002 to 2008, this paper does a research on the monitor role of security analysts 
in Chinese capital market and the way it works. Specifically, this paper uses earnings 
management to measure the corporate governance of firms to test the monitor role of 
security analysts and uses stock price synchronicity to measure the informativeness of 
stock prices and to test how the monitor role of security analysts works. 
After taking the endogenous problem into account, this paper finds that security 
analyst coverage has significant negative relations with earnings management of firms 
and stock price synchronicity. The results indicate that security analysts make the 
Chinese capital market more informative and they play a positive role of external 
governance for Chinese listed firms. 
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发现一些以往被人们忽视的监督机制。根据 Dyck, Morse 和 Zingales[1]（2007）对
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